Assistant Provost for International Programs Joins International Student Exchange Program Board of Directors

Joël Gallegos, assistant provost for international programs, has been elected to serve on the Board of Directors of the International Student Exchange Program (ISEP) located in greater Washington, DC. ISEP encompasses a network of 350 universities in 57 countries and provides UNC Charlotte students the opportunity to participate in their broad framework of exchange, study abroad and internship programs. ISEP is committed to developing and offering accessible, immersive and high-quality global learning programs to all students. Typically, 39% of ISEP participants are students from under-served populations and 24% are first generation university students. While ISEP offers programs from many typical Western European countries, they also provide our students with opportunities in many regions where UNC Charlotte has fewer international exchange partnerships, including Africa, South America, Oceania and the Middle East. UNC Charlotte has been a member of ISEP since 1983 and regularly sends our students in ISEP's high impact global learning experiences.